1. What are the benefits of the Upsee over other mobility aids?

While it depends on the ability of your child, the Upsee can offer a number of advantages over other mobility aids. It provides the possibility of weight bearing through lower limbs which can change according to the abilities of your child. The Upsee enables active assisted movement so your child can stand and step to the best of their ability with the minimum level of assistance provided by you. Because you can feel your child’s stepping movements through the double sandal, Upsee enables you to provide assistance to step as required. Upsee provides the possibility of cruising (moving sideways along furniture).

The type of support provided by the Upsee means that the child's hands are free to play, while giving the child the potential to achieve hip abduction (legs apart) and actively work trunk muscles in standing. Encouraging play through use of Upsee will make the child more motivated to use the product. In addition to the clinical and developmental opportunities, the Upsee is lightweight and portable. It allows parents to help their child to experience standing, stepping and to fulfil their physical potential through family participation.

2. Is using the Upsee therapy, play or sport?

The Upsee is potentially all three! Children may gain the therapeutic benefits of supported standing and stepping while they play and participate in sports and family activities. See the User Instructions and Upsee Therapy Programme for more ideas about to how to use the Upsee indoors and outdoors.

3. Should my child wear splints/ braces while using the Upsee?

Yes, if they usually wear them for weight-bearing activities. If you’re not sure, check which splints are being used during physical therapy sessions. For lower limbs, ankle splints (AFOs) may help to address the problem of knees locking back into hyperextension. If knees are still locked back when wearing ankle splints, try standing facing down a very gentle slope while using the Upsee. This should encourage knee bend (flexion). In addition, lower limb gaiters may help keep knees straight. For upper limbs – arm gaiters may assist in keeping elbows straight and enable your child to hold the handle of a push-along wheeled toy.

4. Is the Upsee a replacement for physical therapy?

The Upsee is an addition to physical therapy. It is important that your child continues with their physical therapy routine. We recommend that you inform your child's physical therapist that you are using the Upsee. You may also wish to seek advice prior to purchasing the Upsee from your child’s therapist.
5. My back hurts when I use the Upsee – what should I do?

Correct use of the Upsee should not be uncomfortable for you or your child. If you experience pain you must STOP using the Upsee. If your pain persists, consult your physician.

Before trying again with the Upsee, check the following:

- Make sure your child is not too tall in relation to your height
- Ensure your adult belt is not too high around your waist – make sure the belt rests lower down on your hips
- Don’t allow your child to get too tired as they may become unable to support their own weight - you must not let your child hang off your belt. Limit your use of the Upsee to the length of time that your child can be active and participating in upright weight bearing.

Please read sections 9.1 and 9.2 of the user manual for further guidance. Do not resume use of the Upsee until you are pain free, and assuming you are observing the points above, you can begin to slowly build up your tolerance.

6. I feel unsteady using the Upsee – help!

Check the height of the child compared to the adult using the Upsee within safe limits. The child’s shoulders should not be higher than the adult’s navel. Check that the adult’s stomach doesn’t push the child too far forward so that they are unable to stand up straight. If so, the Upsee is not suitable for use by this adult.

Begin using Upsee in a familiar environment for short periods of time and build up confidence with experience. Stand with the feet wider apart, take wider steps than you would normally, and have someone else present, or use your hallway or an environment where there is a wall for you to get additional support from if you need it. Take your time and don’t rush. If you feel you are unable to become steady, we recommend that you STOP using the Upsee.

7. Can an older child use the Upsee with their younger brother or sister?

This device is designed for use with an adult or children over the age of 16 years, as long as the child’s shoulders are still below the older child’s belly button. Younger children are still developing therefore using the Upsee may be harmful to their growing bones and muscles.

Older children have an important role in motivating their little brothers or sisters to enjoy action games, dancing, ball games, joint table top play etc.

8. Can we use the Upsee on steps or stairs?

The use of the Upsee on steps or stairs would pose significant safety issues and is not advised.
However, allowing the child to stand with alternate feet on a low step can help to develop muscle activity (co-contraction) around the trunk and pelvis – this is called step standing and is useful for children with low tone to work towards improved hip and trunk stability. If the child presents with asymmetry in standing, you can try step standing by placing the stronger leg on a step and then following with the weaker leg. Repeat this process to come back down the step. This will encourage an element of weight bearing through the weaker leg.

9. My child becomes overly excitable when using the Upsee. Is that ok?

Yes! It’s ok for your child, but you need to be careful that any unpredictable movements by them don’t cause you to lose your balance. If your child is very excitable and active, start using the Upsee in standing only, before you progress to walking where you have a wall, couch or handrail for support.

When your child becomes calm and adjusted to the Upsee, try walking together, pushing a wheeled toy or moving to the beat of music or a song.

10. My child is fearful of standing. Can the Upsee help?

If your child is fearful of being upright or walking, ensure they feel secure as possible by standing at the sofa and using the Upsee in a familiar environment to begin with. Keep your child in close contact with you for a feeling of security, and use distractions like playing favourite games with brothers or sisters, or watching a favourite TV programme. You can progress to a wider range of activities as your child gains confidence.

11. How long should I use the Upsee for in each session?

When you first use the Upsee, stand for about 2 – 5 minutes depending on your child’s weight bearing ability. Keep your initial sessions short. If your child is happy in the Upsee, he/she will be more likely to accept this new experience of standing and stepping. You can increase the amount of time in the Upsee as your child starts to enjoy being in it and you become more comfortable. Remember to stop using the Upsee if you or your child experience any discomfort.

You can find further information on how to grade the activity and length of time your child spends in the Upsee using the MAP assessment in the Upsee Therapy Programme.

12. How many times per week should I use the Upsee?

This depends on what you wish to achieve. If your goal for your child is just to experience assisted standing and stepping, then the Upsee can be used as frequently as your child enjoys these alternative positions.

If your child has the potential to develop standing and stepping skills while using the Upsee, then a daily routine using the Upsee may be helpful. Refer to the Upsee Therapy Programme for further guidance on this.
13. How do I know how tight to pull the connecting straps?

In order to allow your child to be as active as possible in weight bearing activities while ensuring the safety of you both, there is a “fine tuning” process that you must go through together. We suggest the following guidelines for the “fine tuning” of the hip and shoulder straps:

- Pelvic connectors (grey straps): The pelvic straps should be tightened only as much as is necessary to keep the child’s pelvis at its highest level while allowing the child to bear the majority of his/her own weight. You are not intended to bear the child’s weight through the connecting straps. To find the right tension, you may need to loosen and tighten these straps a bit while looking down at your child’s pelvic position or by using a mirror. After you start walking you may have to readjust the connecting straps again as there is a settling in of the harness and straps that occurs over the first few minutes of walking.

- Shoulder connectors (black straps): The shoulder straps are intended to support the child’s trunk to ensure that it does not sway forwards/backwards or from side to side. The shoulder straps are not intended to bear the child’s weight as in a suspension harness. “Tuning” the shoulder straps demands tightening and lengthening these straps until you find the right level of support where the trunk is supported without suspending the child from their shoulders. After you start walking you may have to readjust again as there is a settling in of the harness and straps that occurs over the first few minutes of walking.

14. What activities should we do in the Upsee?

The Upsee therapy programme provides a step by step guide on how to choose activities specific to your child’s development.

15. My child just ‘hangs’ in the Upsee. What should I do?

This shows that your child is not bearing weight through their legs. There may be several reasons for this:

- Firstly, check the fitting of the Upsee at the harness fastenings, and leg and connecting straps to ensure there is enough support to hold your child’s legs in an almost straight position. The straps need to be sufficiently secure to support your child’s trunk in an upright position, but not so much that the child is suspended.
- Your child is tired. Take them out of the Upsee to rest.
- Your child is not yet able to bear weight through their legs.
- Your child is capable of weight bearing but is not motivated at the moment.

It is important to search for a suitable activity that will help stimulate your child to be active, when using the Upsee.
16. My child’s upper body is leaning forward. Why?

If your child is leaning forward, something is not adjusted properly. There are four possibilities:

- The shoulder straps need fine tuning – see section 9.2 of the user manual.
- The harness is not fitted snugly around the child’s trunk. Pay particular attention to the pelvic strap (lower one on the harness).
- The child’s feet are not securely held within the sandals – tighten the straps.
- You are not matched well to enjoy the Upsee with your child. Either your stomach is pushing the child forward or the child’s shoulders are above your navel so that the child’s shoulder cannot be supported well from your hip belt. In either case, you will not be able to use the Upsee with your child. You have the option of finding another suitable adult to enjoy the Upsee with your child.

17. My child does not want to walk in the Upsee. What should I do?

Check that your child is comfortable and adjust the Upsee if necessary. Discontinue use if he/she continues to show any signs of discomfort. Try using the Upsee only for standing to play in a familiar environment, and ensure the activities available while using the Upsee are enjoyable e.g. favourite toys, musical games, friends/siblings. Go at your child’s pace and do not force him/her to move in the Upsee. Leave it for a while and try again – they will get the hang of it eventually.

18. Will the Upsee draw unwanted attention to my child’s disability?

This is a very sensitive question, and one which is difficult to answer. The parents we have worked with have found that the harness looks like a cool waistcoat, and the double sandal is unobtrusive, so it is not immediately obvious that their child is using the Upsee. However, the more important thing for them has been the opportunities for family participation which they feel far outweighs everything else. While using the Upsee may draw attention, it is for a positive and encouraging reason. Nonetheless, if you are uncomfortable with this, the Upsee can be used equally successfully within the privacy of your own home or garden/back yard.

19. I hope that my child achieves independent standing. Will using the Upsee help?

Upsee has the potential to enable your child to progress in his/her standing abilities. If your child has potential to progress, the Upsee provides the opportunity to attempt weight bearing through their legs and to initiate stepping. A child with little ability to bear weight through their legs can still experience standing in the Upsee. However, to help with the standing position it may be beneficial to go back and practice the building blocks that lead up to these more difficult positions, such as kneeling and crawling.
Every child’s potential is different which makes it difficult to predict what they may achieve. Your child’s progress can be monitored using the MAP assessment (in the Upsee Therapy Programme), which will help you decide what stage your child is currently at and what they can work towards.

20. How can my child make any progress using the Upsee?

Generally, progress may be achieved when a child becomes more actively involved in the activity of standing and/or walking. It is important that if your child starts to initiate weight bearing and/or stepping, you allow them to use their own ability by adjusting the level of support given by the Upsee and also allow them to take the lead with stepping.

Take care not to make the connecting straps too loose - this will may allow your child to sway in the Upsee, which could make you unstable. The amount of progress will vary from child to child – some going much faster than others. It’s very important to remember that all children will benefit from the experience of dynamic standing with their parent, and that this may be your child’s maximum potential at this stage in their development.

21. My child does not initiate stepping. Can using the Upsee help?

The Upsee provides an opportunity for your child to step passively and gain experience moving. For some children this is a worthwhile goal by itself, while other children may have the potential to develop active weight bearing through their legs and achieve stepping.

While standing, shift your weight slightly from side to side and forward and backwards, taking care not to lose your balance. When your child is weight bearing through one leg, you can move their body weight forwards over the weight bearing foot. This will encourage and teach initiation of stepping with the unloaded foot. Remember to be sensitive to your child’s own activity, and use motivational play/music/siblings to encourage the movement you want.

22. My child has quite high muscle tone in his legs. Can he use the Upsee?

The Upsee should not be used for children with very high abnormal muscle tone in cases where their legs are rigid or very resistant to movement. If your child has mild or moderate increased tone and their ankle, knee and hip joints can be moved through the ranges of movement used during walking, then the Upsee may be suitable for them. Standing and swaying from side to side or forwards and backwards in step standing may help to reduce the increased muscle tone in your child’s legs in preparation for stepping.
23. My child is asymmetrical. Can he use the Upsee?

A child with any degree of asymmetry may benefit from use of the Upsee provided the level of abnormal muscle tone along their more affected side is not rigid or very resistant to movement. The more affected side also needs to have sufficient range of movement in the leg to achieve a standing position. Once in the standing position, sideways shift over the more affected side may achieve elongation of that side and subsequent reduction in muscle tone. As for a child with generalised high muscle tone, swaying from side to side in standing may help to reduce abnormal muscle tone.

If your child has a small leg length difference they should still be able to use the Upsee effectively with ordinary shoes. However, we recommend that you check with your therapist, and if they normally wear a shoe raise for other standing or walking activities, they should do so while using the Upsee.

24. My child has reduced head control. Can they use the Upsee?

Using the Upsee gives your child potential to develop head control because the standing position facilitates active neck extension and head lift. Try to move your child’s shoulders back slightly to encourage further head lift.

From the standing position, encourage your child to lift their head by using play to motivate upward eye tracking and subsequent head lift. You can help to facilitate head lift by either lifting the child’s arms up to play or rest on a surface at shoulder height. You might also try placing the child’s hands, palms flat, with straight elbows, against a large mirror at shoulder height, so that they can see themselves.

If your child is not able to lift their head following the suggestions above it may be helpful to lift your child’s head to enable them to see around themselves while standing in the Upsee. Try to support your child’s head with one hand on the top of their head and the other supporting at their chin to achieve a long straight neck rather than over-extending their neck.

25. My child has a visual impairment. Can he use the Upsee?

Yes. The Upsee provides a safe way to stand and step for a child with visual impairment. Your close connection to your child gives him a feeling of safety and security. As you guide your child safely in stepping, with yours and his hands free to explore your environment together, you enhance the development of your child’s sensory and perceptual awareness.